PROVIDED WITH A DESIGN CHALLENGE
WHERE DO WE START?
WITH THE RIGHT TOOLS . . .
Make Sidewalk for children make an open, playful, safe space for play.
WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE . . .
WITH VISIONS and DREAMS . . .

“Every great dream begins with a dreamer” — Harriet Tubman
WITH A STRATEGY . . .

Play Spots

Play Zones

Play Courts

McGallion Rd

Berry Rd

Oxford Place | OX4D Plays Site Strategies
Play Zones

Good done anywhere is good
done everywhere—
Maya Angelou

Darkness cannot drive out
darkness, only light can do
that. Hate cannot drive out
hate, only love can do that—
Martin Luther King Jr.

Every great dream begins
with a dreamer—
Harriet Tubman
Play Courts

Not every flying hero wears a cape — Michael Jordan